Addendum

Quotation Notice for car hiring (2016-17)

Sealed quotations are invited for hiring car (Ambassador/Indica/Swift Desire) to travel between Kalyani and Mohanpur for RKVY project purposes on daily basis (maximum 20 days per month). Occasionally it may be required for local trips and visit to various distance places in West Bengal in project related activities. The interested transport agencies / individuals those having Commercial Car Permits, are requested to submit the quotation on their commercial car on or before 08.08.16 by 5 pm in a sealed envelope addressed to Dr. P.K. Sahoo, Professor & Head, Department of Food Engg. & PI, RKVY Project on “Solar Assisted Vapour Absorption Refrigeration System for on Farm Cooling of Fruits & Vegetables”, BCKV, Mohanpur-741252, specifying the rates of charges as listed below along with other relevant terms and conditions. The Central Purchase Committee of the University reserves the right to reject any or all quotations without assigning any reasons.

• Car hire upto 60 km on Dry basis (Non AC) by Ambassador/Indica/Swift Desire
• Car hire upto 60 km on Dry basis (AC) by Ambassador/Indica/Swift Desire
• Car hire beyond 60 km on Dry basis (Non AC) by Ambassador/Indica/Swift Desire
• Car hire beyond 60 km on Dry basis (AC) by Ambassador/Indica/Swift Desire
• Fuel Charge (DIESEL)
• Mobil charge
• Overstay Charge
• Driving License
• Pan Card

(P.K. Sahoo)

Copy for display in the notice board as per list:

1. The Director of Research, BCKV, Kalyani
2. The Comptroller, BCKV, Mohanpur
3. Administrative Building, BCKV, Mohanpur
4. University Website
5. Office copy

(P.K. Sahoo)